Second Floor
(showing structure above)

Roof

Please refer to all other design drawings by others.

Please refer to drg. no. 1035/300 for specification and notes relating to structural engineering designs.

Blockwork strengths to be as follows:
- From top of foundation to u/s of 1st floor: 7.3N/mm$^2$
- From 1st floor and above: 3.5 or 5.0N/mm$^2$

All lintels to be IG lintels of similar approved. Lintel sizes now confirmed.

STRUCTURAL KEY
- Span direction of infill members.
- MJ: Movement joint in brickwork only (movement joint in blockwork by supplier).
- IL: Internal box lintels.
- EL: External cavity lintels.
- 7.3N/mm$^2$ strength blockwork.
- 3.5 or 5N/mm$^2$ strength blockwork.

Please refer to drg. no. 1035/300 for specification and notes relating to structural engineering designs.

Blockwork strengths to be as follows:
- From top of foundation to u/s of 1st floor: 7.3N/mm$^2$
- From 1st floor and above: 3.5 or 5N/mm$^2$

All lintels to be IG lintels of similar approved. Lintel sizes now confirmed.